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The Watlow Business System: Building
Cohesiveness in a Single Picture
Differences between whether
manufacturing efficiency
or product leadership
would lead Watlow’s brand
position became a source
of unproductive tension in
the early 2000s as Watlow
deepened its commitment
to lean transformation. The
application of lean principles
to manufacturing were well
understood but their application
to new product development
was not.
The challenge before Watlow
was reshaping these differences
into a way of “seeing” and
supporting the aims of distinct
and different endeavors. It
also underscored a critical
decision for Watlow: should
its core strength be operational
excellence, product leadership
or customer intimacy?

became director of engineering
in 1999, then vice president
of product engineering in
2012. “As a product leadership
company, we have to turn over
our portfolio. Not all of our
products have been successful.
Many of our flagship products
Watlow’s manufacturing legacy were invented by George
was signaling a preference
Desloge as early as the 1950s
for operational excellence.
and are still made and sold
But product leadership was
today. Most would agree,
essential to its worldwide
‘That’s a successful product.’
competitiveness. “If we are
But many other products are
to accomplish something
not that enduring. To quote
significant, we cannot be afraid Thomas Edison, ‘If you want to
of failure,” said Chris Lanham, have a good idea, have a lot of
who joined Watlow in 1996 and them.’”

“Meaningful change
takes time. You have
to be present, listen
and be inclusive,
plus run lots of
experiments. One test
is worth a thousand
expert opinions.”
Chris Lanham
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The existing Watlow business
systems – an assortment of various
systems and processes for how
Watlow accomplishes its work
– were focused on repetitive
manufacturing. None of the
existing systems fully explained
Watlow’s approach to new
product creation or its attention
to continuous improvement.
So Watlow began hunting for a
way to shape and communicate
a holistic method that captured
variations among such distinct
efforts as recurring production,
product modifications, new
product development, and research
and development.
“The fundamental problem was
that product development did
not have a standardized process,
though it does have methods,” said
Lanham. “Inventing new products
is a lot more like whitewater
kayaking or boxing than it is like
running a railroad. It is more like
a well-equipped art studio than
the set procedures used in a print
shop.”
In 2006, Lanham joined an
engineering think tank based at
the University of Kentucky, where
he learned of a game-changing
book, “Product Development
for the Lean Enterprise,” by
Michael Kennedy. He also started
attending the Lean Product &
Process Development Exchange,
a conference that attracted
others with aims similar to
Watlow’s, including the director
of innovation at PING, a golf
products manufacturer. Since

then-Watlow President Tom
LaMantia loved to golf, Lanham
arranged a benchmarking trip
to PING so LaMantia could see
how differently lean worked in a
successful product development
company.
That exposure shifted thinking
to make room for a far different
discussion. “Steve Rhodes, then
the leader of our continuous
improvement group, was a great
listener, very wise and a big fan
of learning. He ultimately became
a great ally and supported efforts
to create and then teach the new
Watlow Business System (WBS),”
Lanham said. “If you want to
change the results, you have to
change the thinking. You have to
be prepared to be wrong, and that
applies to everyone, including
me.”

A team of such thinkers came
together to discover what was
common among the many
disparate views and to build a
bridge to other perspectives. “You
have to have some picture of what
you are trying to achieve and a
meaningful purpose. It is then
much easier to find what you need
to get there. The picture cannot
be so clear or rigid that others
cannot influence it,” Lanham said.
“The other component is patience.
Meaningful change takes time.
You have to be present, listen
and be inclusive, plus run lots of
experiments. One test is worth a
thousand expert opinions.”
In benchmarking itself against
other manufacturers, Watlow
discovered that Toyota, a
leader in lean manufacturing,
adopted different processes for
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manufacturing – with its specific
steps and sequences – and for
product development. That helped
Watlow see its way to creating a
one-page drawing that was less
linear and sequential, and showed
the many relationships among
parts of the business, processes
and functions. It was rolled out
to about 140 Watlow leaders in
spring 2012.
Serendipitously, colors were
assigned to the four major
components of the WBS: red for
repeat order fulfillment, blue for
product design changes, green
for new product development
and black for proof of concept
development, climbing
respectively from lower to higher
levels of variation and risk.
“Then we created a game, using
chips like poker stakes to place
bets, set odds (by throwing
dice), all with the aim of

helping business leaders play to
understand the reasons behind
each element of our business and
how to balance varying risk and
reward scenarios,” he said.

Lanham noted. “There is always
enough time to do what is most
important. The problem is when
folks can’t agree on what is most
important.”

The WBS and its companion game
gave the Watlow team a common
vocabulary. It also deepened
understanding of the entire
business and the tradeoff decisions
to be made in managing Watlow’s
entire portfolio of service and
product offerings. “Prioritization
is often heavy with conflict,”

The WBS helped make conflict
productive and led to better
understanding of the tradeoff
decisions to be made. Its
effectiveness in shaping priorities
and investment decisions has
helped spur dramatic sales and
profit growth since 2012.

Watlow Business System Development Timeline
2003

Watlow begins enterprise-wide lean transformation.

2004

Value Stream Process Flow model developed to represent the Watlow
Business System (WBS).

2007

Lean Product Development model developed to illustrate new product
creation.

2007-2010

Ongoing attention paid to continuous improvement as product
leadership aim took shape, beginning in 2009.

2011-2012

WBS developed, holistically blending manufacturing and new product
development.

2013-present

Holistic WBS helps spur dramatic sales and profit growth.
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Watlow Business System Legend

